
Freedom Line  
Reach-In Cases

RFLNS / RFMNS NaRRow FootpRiNt 

Designed for easy installation, low energy costs  
and great merchandising. Flexibility of top-mounted  

or remote refrigeration.

www.hussmann.com

Excellent for Small Format Stores
 Fits through 80” tall x 36” wide door!



RFLNS / RFMNS NaRRow FootpRiNt 

Freedom Line Reach-In Case

Enabling Excellence  
in Small Format Stores
We’ve dedicated our resources to help 
small format stores succeed in perishable 
food sales. We can help you overcome the 
challenges of successful food retailing.

Hussmann Display Case Leadership
Hussmann patented the first refrigerated display 
case in 1917 and has been helping retailers 
profitably sell perishable foods ever since.  

Energy Efficiency Leadership
With Hussmann’s long history of innovation, 
it’s no wonder our narrow footprint Freedom 
Reach-In for small format is the most energy 
efficient of any similar case available.

Merchandising Leadership
Our display case designs, lighting solutions 
and glass door innovations are all focused on 
one thing: to help you sell more perishable 
foods. that’s how we think, it’s what we do.

Specifically designed for small format stores and easy  
to load through standard doorway.

Top section is field installed 
after case is set in place.

79-1/2” from  
top-to-bottom as shipped  
for easy clearance through 
most standard doorways.

available  
Sizes:

- 3, 4, and 5  
door models

- Can be connected 
 to create  
line-ups

Enhanced  
décor available  

to attract 
shoppers.

35-1/2” from front-to-back lets  
case fit through most standard doorways.



-  Easy to load into stores through standard 
doors (80”x 36” frame or greater)

-  Plug and Play convenience
 -  Once the cases are installed, just plug in; 

no drain required

-  Innovator doors for exceptional efficiency
 -  Three doors available:

-  Innovator for extreme ambient conditions
-  Innovator II for normal conditions, our 

most efficient door
-  Innovator III for all ambient conditions 

plus high efficiency

- EcoShine II LED lights
 -  Customized to create dramatic visual 

impact in each case with bright, uniform 
light distribution

 -  Up to 71% more efficient than fluorescents
 -  Long life, lower maintenance costs

-  Reflective door mullions extend the visual 
impact of merchandise

-  Microban® antimicrobial protection on  
door handles and shelves

-  More display capacity than typical  
self-contained models

-  Narrow footprint keeps required floor  
space to a minimum

-  Factory installed electronic controls
 -  Temperature and defrost controls
 -  Temperature alarm and time clock

Value of Narrow Footprint Freedom Line
Hussmann’s narrow footprint Freedom Reach-Ins for small format provide exceptional benefits 
in merchandising, efficiency, quality, and ease of installation and use, including:

Refrigeration Flexibility
Top Field-Mounted Condensing Unit Option

Easy Installation:
-  No drains required; condensate removal 

system with pump and condensate pan are 
factory installed

-  Refrigeration lines are pre-charged and  
pre-piped to top of case with quick-connect; 
threaded couplings for easy condensing unit 
installation

-  Pre-wired and labeled to simplify electrical 
connections

-  Facade conceals top-mounted refrigeration 
and electrical components

Larger Size Case Options:
-  Our larger capacity RFLN and RFMN 

Freedom Line Reach-In cases are also 
availble when doorway restrictions are not  
a concern

-  83” tall x 39-3/4” deep

Condensing Unit

Case Controls

Electrical 
Connections

Condensate 
Removal pan

Freedom cases can also be remotely piped  
to refrigeration racks or condensing units.

MICROBAN® is a registered trademark of Microban Products Company.
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Why choose Hussmann?
-  Hussmann’s vision is to positively impact 

the lives of consumers by transforming  
the future of food retailing… so that we  
can help you build customer loyalty

-  Hussmann’s mission is to enable  
excellence in food retailing… so that  
we can support your success in small 
format food sales

-  Hussmann is a world leader and  
pioneer in developing display cases  
to merchandise perishable foods

-  Hussmann produces many of the most  
energy efficient commercial refrigerated  
display fixtures available, including the  
narrow footprint Freedom Line for  
small formats

-  Hussmann offers an extensive variety  
of display and refrigeration options  
to fit your objectives

-  Hussmann has a network of  
company-owned design, installation  
and service branches throughout the  
US and Canada providing turnkey 
equipment, installation and service 
solutions

-  Dedicated to supporting small format stores, such as  
Dollar Stores, Drug Stores and Convenience Stores

-  Enabling excellence in food retailing through:  
Food Quality, Sustainability, Retail performance, 
and Merchandising

Hussmann
We are here  
to help you  

succeed.
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